SUCCESS FEATURE

Be inspired by...

AMY
PEJKOVIC

Meet an athlete-turned-model who has
overcome incredible odds during her
journey to success.

A

t 20 years of age, Amy
Pejkovic seems like
your typical Gen-Y kind
of girl who enjoys going to
the beach and shopping. The
only trace of her traumatic
ordeal in February 2012 is the
shorter hair she points out
to me that’s growing slowly
over the scar at the base of her
skull. Diagnosed with a brain
tumour after doctor’s initially
thought it was a middle-ear
infection, Amy had to put
her life on hold including
her dream of joining the
Australian world junior
athletics team in high jumping
in Barcelona and competing
in the Olympic team trials in
Melbourne.
Just as comfortable on the
field as on the catwalk, Amy’s
slender physique has her
leading a double life. ‘I was
a tall lanky little kid’ she says
and begins to explain how at
a school sports carnival when
she was 10 years of age she
serendipitously discovered a
talent for high jumping. ‘I just
kept winning the competitions
until State level’ and in 2009
she won a silver medal at the
World Youth Championships
in Italy.
After a little push from her
friends, at 14 Amy entered the
‘Girlfriend’ model search and
was snapped up by a scout.
She has graced the pages of
Vogue and other high profile
magazines and strutted the
catwalk for Chanel, as well as
continuing her studies and

competing in athletics. ‘I find
that the athletics keeps me fit for
modelling and the modelling
gives a good profile. I find that
they work well together and give
a good image that an athlete can
be a model as well and you can
achieve two dreams not one!’ says
Amy.
‘About two months after the
surgery I had my first jump. It
was quite scary as I had to land
on my head – it took me a while
to actually jump,’ she says. ‘The
recovery has been very slow. I am
still regaining my fitness because
while I was in hospital I lost about
10kg over two weeks. I lost a lot
of muscle mass and a lot of my
fitness too.’
As well as her lapse in fitness,
Amy faced other challenges
including balance. ‘Because of
where my tumour was it put my
balance off a lot so it affected
me while I was jumping. I’d run
in, then lose balance
and not make the
jump. Sometimes I’d
be walking down the
street and I’d fall into
something.’
Amy is back in
training and has her
eyes set on the 2014
Commonwealth
Games and Rio in
2016. ‘I think being
so close to death
you realise what’s
important and what you want to
do and all of those sorts of things.
Your life really does flash before
your eyes.’

THE
RECOVERY
HAS BEEN
VERY SLOW.
I AM STILL
REGAINING
MY FITNESS.
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